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As a continuous transition between the Hermite-Gaussian and Laguerre-Gaussian beams, the
Ince-Gaussian beams form a family of exact orthogonal solutions of the free-space paraxial wave
equation in elliptic coordinates. Ince-Gaussian beams have multiple transverse mode patterns,
which make them unique in terms of application in the fields of bioengineering, particle manipulation, and quantum entanglement. Here, based on binary nonlinear computer-generated holograms with a domain structure (realized via electric field poling at room temperature), we
generate a second-harmonic Ince-Gaussian beam pumped with a fundamental Gaussian beam. In
this process, the transverse part of the phase-matching condition is satisfied, which is called the
Raman–Nath-type nonlinear diffraction. Both frequency conversion and beam shaping can be
realized simultaneously, thereby offering the advantage of integration of both functions into a
single device. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5041986
In recent years, beam shaping based on the technology
of computer-generated holograms (CGHs) has attracted considerable attention in the field of nonlinear optics.1
Originally, one-dimensional (1D) beam shaping was developed, followed by two-dimensional (2D) beam shaping. In
the field of nonlinear optics, 1D beam shaping was proposed
by Imeshev et al.2 The process involved changing the optical
interaction length to generate a flat-top beam at the output of
a crystal surface. This approach can be used for the arbitrary
amplitude modulation of a 1D beam. In 2002, Kurtz et al.3
realized a modulated output beam phase with a linear phase
array and lens. Further, in 2007, Ellenbogen et al.4 observed
a self-accelerating beam with a cubic phase, which is called
an Airy beam.5 Subsequently, Bahabad and Arie6 proposed a
method to produce frequency converted vortex beams with a
fork grating in quadratic nonlinear crystals. Another study in
2015 summarized the method of generating arbitrary 2D
beams based on nonlinear optical computer holographic theory.7 In this context, beam shaping and nonlinear frequency
conversion are expected to open up more possibilities in the
field of nonlinear optics. For example, Ming et al. investigated the wavefront engineering of photon pairs generated
through spontaneous parametric down-conversion in lithium
niobate (LN)-based nonlinear photonics.8 Further, the entanglement of photons with complex spatial structures in the
Hermite-Laguerre-Gaussian mode was proposed, which can
be used in quantum entanglement.9 The shape and direction
of the generated beam depend on the phase-matching conditions.10 For 2D beam shaping, only the transverse part of the
phase-matching condition requires to be satisfied.11
In this study, we generate a second harmonic (SH) InceGaussian beam (IGB) based on binary nonlinear CGHs using
quadratic nonlinear crystals. In this context, in 2004,
Bandres and Gutierrez-Vega12 proposed a family of exact
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orthogonal solutions of the free-space paraxial wave equation (PWE) in elliptic coordinates, named the IG modes,
which constitute the exact and continuous transition modes
between the Hermite-Gaussian (HG) and Laguerre-Gaussian
(LG) modes.12 In addition, IG beams are modes of stable resonators.13,14 The elliptical profiles of the IG modes are diversiform, and the helical IG modes15 carry orbital angular
momentum, which makes IG modes widely applicable in
areas such as biological medicine,16 particle manipulation,17
and quantum entanglement.18 One key difference of this
work in comparison with the previous one is that we pushed
the sample thickness to be 10-times thinner. It is only about
45 lm and the size is as big as 1 cm2. This is very important not only on finer pattern accuracy and better domain
quality, but also the more effective SH efficiency. In the process, only the transverse part of the phase-matching is fulfilled, which is called nonlinear Raman-Nath diffraction.11 In
our experiment, the coherence length19 is less than the thickness of LN thin film and consequently the field amplitude of
SH oscillates periodically with the distance. Therefore, a
bulk LN is not helpful. In addition, the LN thin film still has
advantages in the sample preparation and integration. It is
easier to carry out the domain inversion process at room temperature because of its high coercive field (21 kV/mm).
Moreover, the domain structure with a high resolution can be
realized by using the LN thin film, which is beneficial to generate a structure laser beam with complex intensity distribution. The domain structures are consistent on both 6c sides
of samples, which avoids the appearance of needle-like or
wedge-like ferroelectric domain,20 so the quality of the SH
IGBs is better.
The most commonly used method of 2D beam shaping
is CGH. The amplitude and phase of the object beam is
stored in the holograms. When the reference beam illuminates the holograms, the desired beam appears in the far
field. As early as 1967, Burch21 used Eq. (1) to describe the
amplitude transmittance of holograms
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tðx; yÞ ¼ 0:5 1 þ Aðx; yÞ cos 2pfcarrier x  uð x; yÞ :
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(1)

Here, fcarrier denotes the carrier frequency, and Aðx; yÞ
and uðx; yÞ the amplitude and phase of the Fourier transform
(FT) of the desired beam in the first diffraction order, respectively. As the quadratic susceptibility of quadratic nonlinear
crystals is either positive or negative, Eq. (1) needs be transformed into the binary form. In 1979, Lee22 proposed the
concept of boundary CGHs, in which the amplitude transmittance can be expressed as
(
1; cosð2pfcarrier x  uðx; yÞÞ  cosðpqðx; yÞÞ  0
tðx; yÞ ¼
0; else:
(2)
Here, qðx; yÞ satisfies sinðpqðx; yÞÞ ¼ Aðx; yÞ,22 and therefore, the polarization pattern has the following expression:
 


d ð x; yÞ ¼ dij Sign cos 2pfcarrier x  uð x; yÞ  cosðpqðx; yÞÞ ;
(3)
where dij represents an element of the quadratic susceptibility tensor. Equation (4) represents the Fourier series decomposition of Eq. (2), which indicates why we can realize the
desired beam in the first diffraction order (m ¼ 1)
þ1 
X
sinðmpqðx; yÞÞ
tðx; yÞ ¼
mp
m¼1


 exp½imð2pfcarrier x  uðx; yÞÞ :

(4)

Based on this method, we can obtain holograms encoded
with the information of the IGB. The transverse spatial distribution of the IG mode at z ¼ 0 is13

!
r2
¼C
 2 ;
x0
!
r2
o
m
m
IGp;m ðr; eÞ ¼ S  Sp ðin; eÞSp ðg; eÞ exp  2 :
x0
IGep;m ðr; eÞ

m
Cm
p ðin; eÞCp ðg; eÞ exp

(5)

In the above equations, the superscripts e and o refer to
the even modes and odd modes, respectively, C and S denote
m
the normalization constants, and Cm
p and Sp denote even and
odd Ince polynomials of order p and degree m, respectively.
We note here that parameters p and m always have the same
parity. They are related as 0  m  p for even functions and
1  m  p for odd functions. Further, e denotes the ellipticity
parameter, ðn; gÞ the elliptic coordinates, and x0 the beam
width at z ¼ 0. Since the FTs of the IG modes yield the
unchanged IG modes themselves, the holograms can be
directly calculated by means of Eqs. (3) and (5).
We fabricated a pattern-poled LN crystal film via electric field poling, wherein a strong applied electric field was
used to invert the internal polarization vector.23 The process
of preparing the pattern electrode is shown in Fig. 1, which
mainly includes fixing the sample with petrolin, coating
glue, maskless lithography, deposition, lift-off, and dismounting the sample.
Finally, the domain inverted structure was obtained by
applying a high voltage to the pattern electrode at room temperature. The poling process is shown in Fig. 2. The use of
NaCl solution enables the formation of an ohmic contact
between the -C surface of the LN crystal film and the ITO
glass substrate. We next applied a pulse bias voltage (duty
cycle ¼ 50%; frequency ¼ 1 Hz; and duration ¼ 10 pulses)
slightly larger than the coercive electric field of the LN crystal film. In our experiment, the applied voltage was about
1060 V. Next, we removed the metal pattern electrode with
Cr-corrosive liquid. Here, we remark that our approach can

FIG.
1. Schematic
preparation.

of

sample
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FIG. 4. Experiment setup utilized to generate second-harmonic InceGaussian beam (SH IGB).
FIG. 2. Schematic of poled device.

be easily followed at room temperature. Moreover, the
domain structure is uniform, perforated, and stable.
Figure 3 compares the calculated and fabricated poled
structures for several different IG modes. Figure 3(b) was
measured by CCD when fundamental wave illuminates on
the surface of samples. The size of the patterns is about
0:2  0:2 mm2 . The resolution of the domain structures is
approximately 2 lm. The high quality of the samples can be
inferred from the figure.
In our experiment, the fundamental wave was obtained
from a Ti:sapphire femtosecond-pulsed laser (pulse width:
140 fs; repetition rate: 80 MHz) operating at a wavelength of
900 nm. The fundamental wave was focused by a lens
(f ¼ 150 mm) at the crystal. Our experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 4. The SH IGB was observed in the first diffraction
order (þ1 and 1). The carrier frequency was chosen to be
0.07 lm1, and hence, the angle of the first diffraction order
was computed as sin ð@Þ ¼ kSH fcarrier (31.5 mrad), where
kSH denotes the SH wavelength.11 The damage threshold24
of crystal is an important parameter of the device. The

FIG. 3. Comparison between (a) calculated and (b) fabricated poling patterns for IGo31 , IGo42 , IGo53 , IGe22 , IGe33 , and IGe53 modes.

damage threshold of congruent LN crystal is approximately
14.3 kW=cm2 ,25 which is big enough to be ignored in our
experiment. Figure 5 compares the theoretical and measured
profiles of several different IG modes in the first diffraction
order. The results indicate that the experimental results are
in conformity with the theoretical predictions.
In addition to the IG mode, the HG and LG modes also
form exact orthogonal solutions of the PWE in Cartesian and
polar coordinates, respectively. The IG mode can be considered as a continuous transition between the HG and LG
modes. When e ! 1, the IGe;o
p;m mode becomes the HGnx ;ny
mode, and the conditions nx ¼ m, ny ¼ p  m are satisfied
for even IGBs, while the conditions nx ¼ m  1, ny ¼ p
m  1 are satisfied for odd IGBs.12 When e ! 0, the IGe;o
p;m
mode becomes the LGn;l mode, which satisfies l ¼ m,
n ¼ ðp  mÞ=2.12 Parameter l is called the topological
charge. Figure 6 attempts to further clearly elucidate the conversion relations between the three modes. From Fig. 6, we
note that HG52 is similar to IGo73 , and HG43 is similar to IGe73
when e ! 1. Further, LG23 is similar to IGo73 and IGe73 when
e ! 0.
Similarly, we next generated the SH HG11 and LG11
modes; Fig. 7 compares the theoretical and measured profiles
in the first diffraction order. Again, the experimental results

FIG. 5. Comparison of (a) theoretical and (b) measured Ince-Gaussian
beams (IGBs) in the first diffraction order.
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FIG. 6. Schematic illustration of conversion relations between three modes.

agree with the theoretical calculations. The LG mode corresponds to a vortex beam, which has a phase singularity and
carries orbital angular momentum lh.26 Various applications
have been found for vortex beams, for example, in optical
tweezers27 and actuators for microelectromechanical systems,28 multi-dimensional quantum entanglement,29 and
extrasolar planet detection.30 As the continuous transition
between HG and LG, the IG mode has similar applications.
We examined both the total SH generation and the
power of the first diffraction order. A different fraction of
the total SH power is diffracted to the first diffraction order
in each structure. The percentages of desired SHBs are
19.5%, 13.2%, 24.2%, and 9.5%, corresponding to IGo53 ,
IGe42 , LG11 and HG11 . The predicted conversion efficiency is
8:73  1011 %W1 , and the measured one is approximately
5:21  1011 %W1 , which is similar to the previous work
on generating SH LG and HG modes.31 The main reason for
low efficiency is that the full vectorial phase-matching condition is not fulfilled. Under this condition, the intensity of
SH at the exit plane of the nonlinear medium is given by

FIG. 7. Comparison between (a) theoretical and (b) measured profiles of
HG11 and LG11 in the first diffraction order.
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Ref. 32. The wavevector mismatch Dk is about 1.88 lm1 in
p
for 900 nm FW is
our experiment, so the coherence length Dk
about 1.67 lm. The coherence length is less than the thickness of LN thin film, and consequently, the field amplitude
of SH oscillates periodically with distance. Therefore, a bulk
LN is not helpful. An improvement of the efficiency can be
achieved by working with the Saltiel33 phase-matching
scheme or the Saltiel11 phase-matching scheme, which will
require submicron patterning of the nonlinear crystal.
Laser beam quality34 is an important issue of the laser.
The most commonly used to evaluate the quality of laser
beam is M2 factor.35 However, there are limitations in using
the M2 factor to evaluate the beam quality. It is not suitable
for evaluation of structure laser beam with complex intensity
distribution.36 Therefore, we would measure the far field
divergence angle37 of the generated IG mode and compared
it with the theoretical result. This could still give some information of the beam quality after direct observation of beam
images. At a distance of 30 cm from the exit surface of the
sample, the IGBs were photographed and the diameters were
measured every 1 mm. The average divergence angle is
3.731 mrad, which is similar to the theoretical result (approximately 3.23 mrad). The deviation mainly comes from the
measurement and fabrication of samples. Besides IGo53 , the
divergence angles of IGe42 , LG11 , and HG11 were measured.
They are 2.902, 3.493, and 1.593 mrad, respectively, which
is consistent with the theoretical results.
From Figs. 3, 5, and 7, we can observe some deviations
between the experimental results and theoretical calculations. These deviations can be mainly attributed to the following reasons: (i) the applied voltage (about 1060 V) is not
the most appropriate voltage for reversing the domain structure, which results in deviations of the domain structures
from the computed holograms. (ii) The sample surfaces are
not sufficiently smooth and clean. (iii) The fundamental
wave does not illuminate the center of the holograms. We
believe that a better shaping performance can be achieved
via improving on the above defects, for example, preparing
finer domain structures via choosing suitable voltages,
improved sample polishing and cleaning, and adjusting the
fundamental wave to precisely illuminate the center of the
holograms.
In conclusion, we fabricated pattern-poled LN crystal
films as holograms via electric field poling. Based on binary
nonlinear CGHs, we generated second-harmonic InceGaussian beams with a fundamental pump Gaussian beam.
Our approach realizes frequency conversion and beam shaping simultaneously. The introduction of holographic techniques can generate arbitrary shapes of beams flexibly and
avoid the use of additional elements such as lenses and splitters, which is advantageous in terms of integration of both
features in a single device. A thinner film is still more effective in terms of overall conversion efficiency versus sample
thickness and makes it easier to carry out the domain inversion process. The generated second-harmonic IGBs can be
widely used in bioengineering, particle manipulation, and
quantum entanglement.
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